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Abstract. Software Product Lines (SPL) are a well known solution to system-
atically create reusable software products. SPL reengineering emerges as a
strategy for obtaining SPL from a set of legacy systems. As there are different
scenario variables, such as, available artifacts and team experience, the activi-
ties and techniques used to perform reengineering tasks may change, requiring
that approaches provide some customization to user’s scenarios. In this context,
SPL scoping is important for defining domain variables used for decisions, in-
tending to improve the cost benefit of SPL. However, there is a lack of a process
supporting these tasks considering different scenarios. Therefore, we specify
Prepare, Assemble and Execute Process for SPL Reengineering (PAxSPL), a
process that provides support to prepare, assemble and execute feature retrieval
while also considering SPL scoping concepts and activities. In this work, we
present our approach and perform a comparison to related works showing that
PAxSPL customization may reduce effort of adoption in user’s scenarios.

1. Introduction
Software Product Lines (SPL) is a common practice in organizations that aim at reusing
software products systematically [Pohl et al. 2005]. To achieve this goal, the SPL engi-
neering emerged with a process life-cycle divided in domain engineering and application
engineering [Van der Linden et al. 2007]. Both phases of the life cycle share similar ac-
tivities, such as requirements engineering. Activities, however, are differentiated among
the phases with regard to their generated artifacts. While domain engineering activities fo-
cus on more high-level artifacts through fragmentation techniques, application engineer-
ing generates more concrete through composition and merge techniques, i.e. generating
low-level artifacts. There is, however, an activity exclusively performed only during the
domain engineering phase: product management. This activity aims to define the scope
of the SPL and generates a product roadmap, defining the common and variable features
of the products [Kang et al. 2002].

The product management sub-process, also know as SPL Scop-
ing [de Moraes et al. 2009], is devoted to analyze economic opportunities promoted
by the products [John and Eisenbarth 2009]. Likewise, SPL scoping is responsible for
identifying features that will give an optimal return of investment in time to market
requirements [Schmid 2002]. However, as organizational scenarios may vary, the SPL
scoping proposals should be customizable according to a given scenario. In addition, as



the SPL extractive approach is widely used in the industry [Krueger 2001], SPL scoping
approaches should consider the adoption to SPL reengineering scenarios. However, only
few SPL scoping approaches were designed for SPL reengineering [Noor et al. 2008].
Therefore, by evolving previous work [Marchezan et al. 2019], we intend to provide
a customizable process that considers SPL Scoping in reengineering scenarios. Our
proposal, PAxSPL, provides guidelines for users define their own customized scoping
process which is performed in parallel to feature retrieval and analysis, common activities
of SPL reengineering.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the main
concepts of our research; Section 3 presents our approach and its guidelines; Section 4
compares related works with PAxSPL; Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions.

2. Background
2.1. Software Product Line Engineering
SPL is defined by [Clements and Northrop 2001] as a set of software-intensive systems
that share a common and managed set of features satisfying the specific needs of a par-
ticular market and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed
way. As defined by [Pohl et al. 2005], “SPLE is the paradigm responsible for the devel-
opment and study of SPLs. It uses platforms and mass customization concepts to enable
variability management”.

[Pohl et al. 2005] also proposed a model for SPLE which is divided between do-
main engineering and application engineering. Each activity of domain engineering gen-
erates a high-level artifact that will be used in application engineering. These high-level
artifacts are: reference requirements, reference architecture, domain realization mech-
anisms, and domain tests. They are later specialized in application artifacts: software
requirements specifications, software architecture, source code, and test cases.

There are three possible approaches for an organization moving from traditional
software to SPL: proactive, reactive, and extractive [Krueger 2001]. By using the proac-
tive approach, an organization would plan, analyze, design and develop a complete SPL
including the whole scope of their products. With the reactive approach, the organiza-
tion would increase their SPL development to reach the demand for new products, or
emerging new requirements. The extractive approach, however, is used when an organi-
zation already has all its products developed in a non-systematic manner. The extraction
of common and varying source code is performed and their products are transformed into
an SPL. However, an extractive approach is the most indicated when the organization
already has a set of software variants because it allows to identify and extract the com-
monalities and the variabilities among them. This process of extraction is called SPL
Reengineering [Assunção et al. 2017].

2.2. Software Product Line Reengineering
The term reengineering can be described as “the examination and alteration of a sub-
ject system to reconstitute it in a new form and the subsequent implementation of
the new form” [Chikofsky and Cross 1990]. In the SPL context, reengineering is used
to transform a system, system family, or system variants into an SPL. According
to [Assunção et al. 2017], the SPL reengineering process is composed of three main



phases: detection, analysis and transformation. During the first phase, detection, vari-
ability and commonalities of the products are identified and extracted from the system
variants through the use of feature retrieval techniques. These characteristics are repre-
sented in the form of features.

Techniques and methods used during this phase aim to extract data from arti-
facts, such as class diagrams and source code. The second phase is analysis, where the
discovered features are organized as a feature model. Feature model is the mostly used
mechanism to represent SPL variability [Clements and Northrop 2001]. To the best of our
knowledge, the first feature model notation, FODA, was presented by [Kang et al. 1990].
In the SPL context, the feature model is represented in a tree structure, where its root is
usually the SPL being modeled. The last phase, transformation, is when artifacts linked
with these features are managed and modified to create the SPL. During the first two
phases of this process, feature retrieval techniques are used to retrieve the variabilities
and commonalities of the products.

2.3. SPL Scoping
A planning to apply SPL-based techniques considering business alignment and goals is
called as scoping [Jhon 2010]. Literature abounds with proposals for SPL-based pro-
duction plans as surveyed in [John and Eisenbarth 2009]. These works are devoted to
characterize particular artifacts and tasks for specific domains. Proposals such as PuLSE
are well-known in the literature and despite being developed for being customizable, the
approach does not provide guidance for adaptability for a reengineering context.

3. SPL Scoping for SPL Re-engineering
In this section we describe how PAxSPL customization is possible. We also explain how
we handle SPL scoping in the SPL reengineering context.

3.1. Customization for Different Scenarios
The Prepare, Assemble and Execute Process for SPL Reengineering (PAxSPL) was de-
signed for giving its users enough guidance when conducting feature retrieval. As or-
ganizational contexts change, the approach must cover these changes. Thus, we defined
guidelines with alternatives techniques and strategies for performing the retrieval. As il-
lustrated in Figure 1, we grouped the techniques based on their strategy. We have the
mandatory group of Retrieval Techniques which are composed by two Or-alternatives (at
least one must be selected [Czarnecki and Eisenecker 1999]), Static Analysis and Infor-
mation Retrieval techniques.

For Static analysis we have three Or-alternatives: Dependency Analysis and its
variations, Data-Flow analysis and its variations, and Clustering. For information retrieval
we also have three Or-alternatives: Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), Vector Space Model
(VSM) [Alves et al. 2008] and Formal Concept Analysis (FCA). The second group is op-
tional, composed by three techniques: Expert Driven Extraction, Rule-Based Techniques,
and Heuristics. Based on the selection of the techniques, the user would assemble them
into the generic process for feature retrieval, showed in Figure 2. The process is composed
by four basic activities. An example of assembled process would be using FCA during the
Extract task, LSI for the Categorize and clustering for Group. Then, the feature artifacts
would be converted to a feature model.



Figure 1. A Feature Model of Retrieval Techniques.

Figure 2. The Generic Process for Feature Retrieval.

In addition to the feature retrieval, PAxSPL also provides guidance for customiza-
tion considering the Scope of the SPL. By analyzing a set of 38 works citing SPL scoping
proposals, we were also able to establish a feature model of Scoping activities and con-
cepts. Figure 3 presents these activities which are divided by Scoping type and Supporting
concepts.

All features in the model are Or-alternative, except by the supporting concepts,
which are optional. Among the supporting, we have the definition of metrics for scoping,
use or definition of meta-models and the SPL evolution plan. Considering the scoping
types, they are three: Domain, Asset and Product. Domain is subdivided in market anal-
ysis, cost benefit analysis and product roadmap. Continuing, the asset scoping may be
divided into prioritize products, definition of architecture and variability analysis. Lastly,
product scoping, also called product portfolio, is composed of candidate analysis and
feature definition.

Similar to the feature retrieval strategies, the scoping activities and concepts must
be selected by PAxSPL’s users and assembled into a generic SPL Scoping process, pre-
sented in Figure 4. Pre-Scoping is the first task, where supporting concepts from the
Scoping feature model may be used, such as metrics definition.



Figure 3. A feature Diagram of SPL Scoping Activities

Then, the users would assemble the activities related which scoping type. The
selection of activities is performed based on the user’s context. For instance, a market
analysis may be performed in the domain scoping activity. As presented in the BPMN
model, the activities related with the scoping type are not mandatory, however, at least
one must be performed. Lastly, the scoping closure activity is executed. This activity
is generic as several ways to close the scoping process may be performed, such as the
evolution planing.

Figure 4. A Generic SPL Scoping Process.

3.2. PAxSPL Overview

To aid the decisions related with selecting the strategies and techniques for feature re-
trieval, and SPL scoping, we defined PAxSPL main workflow. The process is presented
in Figure 5, divided in three main phases: prepare, assemble and execute.

Prepare: during this phase, team information is collected including experience,
skills, knowledge and preferences of each member. Then, roles are assigned based on the
team information collected.



Figure 5. The Prepare, Assemble and Execute Process for Software Product Line
Reengineering.

Possible roles are: Domain Engineer, Analyst, Architect and Developer. These
roles are related with the following sub-process, which is Perform Documentation Analy-
sis. Here, domain information, constraints, requirements information, architecture, tech-
nologies and additional information from the systems being analyzed are collected. Some
artifacts have a higher level of impact when choosing a technique for retrieving the fea-
tures, but they all must be used to assemble the process. After this activity, we have a
parallel gateway which divides the main workflow into the feature retrieval and scoping.
Still during the Prepare phase, the scoping process should be assembled using the scoping
feature model and the scoping generic process.

Assemble: in this phase, the data collected previously is analyzed to help the
selection of techniques for feature retrieval. The users should analyze whether their sce-
nario contains some similarity in comparison with the scenarios on which the technique
was used (such information is present in PAxSPL guidelines). The second activity is As-
semble Techniques where the chosen techniques are assembled inside our generic process,
shown in Figure 2. The last activity is Assign Tasks, where each member of the team will
receive a task to perform during the retrieval process execution. In this case, one member
may perform multiple tasks and a task can be performed by multiple members. In parallel
with these activities, the scoping process is being executed.

Execute: during this phase, the feature retrieval is performed and the feature arti-
facts are collected. The first activity is Execute Assembled Process, where the assembled
process is executed to detect, extract, categorize, and group the features according to the
selected techniques. The second activity is Document Feature Artifacts, here, artifacts are
documented in a structured way according to the techniques selected. Artifacts may be
variability reports, feature descriptions, data dictionary among other. Lastly, reports are
created to document the experience of the process execution during the Document Pro-
cess Experience activity. These reports may be used in future re-executions of the process
(e.g., when new features emerge from clients demand, or for different software products
of the same organization), reducing cost and effort. In parallel, the scoping process is



being finished, ending the process execution.

3.3. Guidelines

By analyzing other SPL reengineering approaches, mapping the used strategies and ar-
tifacts, we created a set of guidelines. These guidelines contain support documentation
to help choosing techniques, describe each one, give examples, supporting tools, define
recommended scenarios and give a prioritization assemble order when assembling a tech-
nique into the generic process.

Among the many information found in the guidelines section of our process, we
included a basic introduction to SPL and its main concepts. We also provided information
about variability management and feature model notations and tools. These guidelines
are important for selecting both the feature retrieval techniques and scoping concepts. We
aimed at giving support to newcomers, however the guidelines may also aid experienced
practitioners.

4. Comparison to Related Work

Although we analyzed a set of 38 different studies for creating the guidelines related to
SPL scoping, due to space limitation, in this section we only discuss the most cited works.

ASPLE [Abbas and Andersson 2013]: the authors extended the architectural
reasoning framework (ARF) to provide models and constructs to domain architects. These
models allow to reason about variability in domain quality attributes with self adaptation.
The ASPLE framework considers two separate SPL, one for managing subsystems and
one for the managed subsystems. These two separate SPL are composed of some activ-
ities: i) ASPL Domain engineering: defines and implements a reusable platform for the
adaptation logic; ii) Baseline SPL: focuses on application logic.

[Acher et al. 2012]: the approach presented in the study extracts feature models
from several tabular data files. This procedure is semi-automated and the features are
hierarchically organized. The authors also proposed a language that supports scoping
activities which is used to parameterize the features extraction. The scoping is only cov-
ered as this single task. A practitioner may scope the data in various ways and for many
purposes using the proposed language.

RiPLE-SC [Balbino et al. 2011]: the main focus is to operate in small to
medium-sized companies. The general process is divided in four phases: i) pre-scoping:
when meetings are scheduled with different project stakeholders to evaluate the SPL avail-
ability, benefits, drawbacks, and their market; ii) domain scoping: when the domains and
sub-domains are identified and prioritized; iii) product scoping: performed to identify
and review features, identify products, and construct and validate a product map; iv) asset
scoping: metrics are created and applied to prioritized the features on the product map.

PuLSE-Eco [Schmid 2002]: developed as a customizable method to support the
conception, contruction, usage, and evolution of SPL, PuLSE is divided in components.
One of this components was created specifically for SPL scoping, the PuLSE-Eco. This
component aims at identify the characteristics that are directly supported by the referential
architecture. For achieving this, product candidates must be mapped, evaluation functions
are developed, products are characterized, a benefit analysis is performed and the SPL



plan is developed. By performing these tasks, PuLSE captures on an abstract level the
relationships between scoping information and implementation aspects and thus allows to
provide rough guidance on implementation aspects of the project.

[Noor et al. 2008]: the process presents guidelines and uses thinkLets for collab-
oration engineering. The activities are divided among five parts: i) Discuss and agree
on domains: participants brainstorm on selected issues related with domains while stake-
holders develop a shared understanding of the domains; ii) Assign features to domains:
features already known are categorized in appropriate domains, new features are brain-
stormed and evaluated in quick sessions, participants go through features to ensure that
they are categorized appropriately; iii) Agree on products: participants give their opin-
ion on proposed products, to consolidate their vision regarding them; iv) Develop prod-
uct map: voting is performed to formulate a product map, reason for disagreements are
elicited, and a consensus is build upon it; vi) prioritize product map: voting is performed
to ascertain the priority of products and features of the product map, reasons for disagree-
ments are revealed, and consensus is built.

CoMeS [Ojeda et al. 2018]: a collaborative way of guiding the definition of the
scope, presents the tasks and details the steps with the objective that the stakeholders
team could performs the outcomes of each task and at the end of the scoping activity,
obtain a represented scope. The activities present in CoMeS are: i) Initial Meeting; ii)
Explore existing products; iii) Identify features, products and sub-domains; iv) Specify
product map and establish objectives; v) Quantify product map and domains; vi) Closure
meeting.

PLEvo-Scping [Villela et al. 2010]: complements and extends SPL scoping ap-
proaches by helping the SPL scoping team anticipate emergent features and distinguish
unstable from stable SPL features. It contains several activities: i) Preparation for volatil-
ity analysis: establishes the basis for the volatility analysis; ii) Environment change antic-
ipation: identifying and characterizing facts that may take place in the SPL environment
within the pre-established timeframe, and may allow or require adaptations in the SPL;
iii) Change impact analysis: analyze the impact of the identified facts on the SPL; iv) SPL
Evolution Planning: establishes when and how relevant adaptation needs are expected
to be introduced into the SPL, and prepare it for accommodating the adaptation needs
beforehand.

Table 1 presents the comparison among the presented works with PAxSPL. Con-
sidering the scoping type, PAxSPL, RiPLE-SC, CoMeS, and PLEvo-Scoping cover all
types. Guidelines are present in [Noor et al. 2008], CoMeS, PLEvo-Scoping and PAxSPL
as well. The customization considering different scenarios and contexts is given by
PuLSE-Eco and PAxSPL. Lastly, the domains are mostly any SPL, with ASPLE focusing
on self-adaptive systems, RiPLE-SC in agile methods. PAxSPL and [Noor et al. 2008]
are the only two approaches focusing on the SPL reenginering domain.

5. Conclusion
As important as SPL scoping is in a SPL life-cycle, SPL scoping approaches should con-
sider different scenarios and handle adaptation. In addition, approaches considering both
scoping and SPL re-engineering are important as the SPL extractive approach is widely
used in organizations.



Table 1. Studies Comparison

Study Scoping Type Guidelines Custom. Domain

ASPLE D, P No No Self-adaptive systems
Acher et al. D No No SPL
RiPLE-SC A, D, P No No Agile Methods
PuLSE-Eco A, D No Yes SPL
Noor et al. A, D Yes No SPL reengineering
CoMeS A, D, P Yes No SPL
PLEvo-Scoping A, D, P Yes No SPL
PAxSPL A, D, P Yes Yes SPL reengineering

D - Domain; P - Product; A - Asset.

We identified a lack in the literature of approaches covering all these topics. Thus,
by evolving previous work, we proposed PAxSPL, a feature retrieval process for SPL
reengineering that handles SPL scoping activities.

We established a feature model of scoping concepts and activities extracted from a
set of 38 approaches found in the literature. Therefore, we were able to create guidelines
for users assembling their own customized SPL scoping process. We presented a manual
comparison of PAxSPL with some related works, showing that our proposition gives sup-
port for all scoping types, customization, provides guidelines and it is designed focused
on SPL reengineering. All these characteristics were not found in the other proposals.
We aim at improving PAxSPL by planing several evaluations in the future such as a case
study in a real organization.
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